
1 Response to Reviewer #11

Thanks very much for the encouraging feedback and for providing a good summary of our contributions.2

We would like to bring to your further attention that, the proposed bin-wise CWS (BCWS) method for non-binary data,3

which now appears to be quite natural in this paper, was actually not straightforward to develop. In the supplementary4

material, Section B proposes another strategy – Double-CWS. That is, we first use CWS to choose the bin and then5

conduct CWS within the chosen bin to generate the sample. Double-CWS was our initial proposal and we had6

invested significant efforts on the analysis and refinement of the algorithm. Unfortunately, as shown in Figure 2 in the7

supplementary material, Double-CWS is significantly worse than BCWS, although Double-CWS works reasonably8

well when sample size is smaller than (e.g.,) 100. The finding our BCWS in the current form was, to be honest, due to9

an incidental empirical finding. Once we were impressed by its performance in experiments, we were able to derive the10

concentration bound of BCWS in Theorem 4. Then, the connection to densification schemes becomes obvious.11

When applying CWS to real-world machine learning applications, the data processing time, especially the time during12

testing, is actually the bottleneck. We are glad to see the good empirical performance of BCWS and its substantial13

speed-up compared to the original expensive CWS algorithm. Thanks again.14

2 Response to Reviewer #215

Thank you for the positive comments. Yes, as you summarized, our work consists of16

1. A variant of densified one permutation hashing (OPH) for binary (0/1) data, which further reduces the17

estimation variance compared to the elegant work of [23] (which was previously believed to be optimal). This18

finding and subsequent analysis are useful not only theoretically but also practically.19

2. Perhaps surprisingly, densification of OPH for binarry data actually provides a crucial strategy for choosing20

the bins for our proposed binw-wise CWS (BCWS) for non-binary data. This strategy, which now may appear21

natural, was actually not so straightforward to derive. In Section B of the supplementary material, we compared22

BCWS with another “seemingly more obvious” strategy named “Double-CWS” (that is, we first use CWS to23

choose the bin then apply CWS within the chosen bin to obtain an sample). We can see from Figure 2 in the24

supplementary material that BCWS substantially improves Double-CWS.25

3. We show empirically that BCWS achieved substantial speed-ups compared to the original CWS and the newly26

proposed “R-G” algorithm [22] for non-binary (sparse) data. We will further elaborate on this point.27

There has been good evidence that the Jaccard similarity for non-binary data can achieve good empirical performance28

in machine learning tasks such as classification and near-neighbor search. In order to use Jaccard similarity efficiently,29

one will typically have to resort to CWS algorithm to generate samples in order to “linearize” this nonlinear kernel.30

This CWS “hashing” procedure is actually very time-consuming. Training for massive data will be slow since one has31

to generate samples many times. More importantly, testing speed might become the bottleneck if one has to generate32

many CWS samples for newly arrive data vectors. This seriously limits the practical use of CWS and Jaccard kernel.33

Therefore, the significance of this submission in the context of machine learning is that it enables a potentially useful34

kernel to be practical. Similar significance can be concluded in the context of approximate near neighbor search.35

3 Response to Reviewer #336

Thank you very much for your valuable comments and thanks for kindly pointing the typos.37

It is very nice of you to comment that “It is a significant observation”. In the rebuttals to two other reviewers, we38

have partially explained our journey how we derived Bin-wise CWS (BCWS) for non-binary data and its connection39

to optimal densification for binary data. We hope Section B in the supplementary material may interest you, which40

presented our initial idea of “Double-CWS”. We also hope the comparison with the nice recent work on “R-G” algorithm41

[22] for sampling Jaccard kernel might be interesting to you. Overall, we now have a practical algorithm which we hope42

to be able to help practitioners. Thanks again for the encouraging comments and precise summary of our contributions.43
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